Children and Community that value arts and learning!

Arts Immersion
Calgary Arts Academy provides a learning environment that
fosters mastery through the identification and focus on
individual student strengths. Through the creation of
partnerships between teachers who are artists and artists who
are teachers, students’ interests in the Arts are used to
facilitate the development of a learning strategy that is
engaging and allows students the independence to create their
own learning contracts; setting goals and structuring learning
experiences. Calgary Arts Academy provides the resources
required for the students to achieve personal mastery through
the Arts Immersion Learning process.

What is
Arts
Immersion?

We teach the Alberta
Curriculum through Arts Immersion, a planning
process unique to Calgary Arts Academy. Teams
consisting of full time artists, visiting artists and
teachers plan and deliver the Alberta Curriculum
through music, dance, literary arts, visual arts and
dramatic arts.

In the 1997 issue of Transforming Ideas for Teaching and
Learning the Arts, Wharton states: “It is critically important
that arts specialists working in the schools be excellent
dancers, artists, musicians, or thespians; and it is just as
important that they be skilled as teachers. Though these
teachers may, and it is hoped, will continue to be productive
in their chosen disciplines; it is crucial that they find major satisfaction in the growth of others for whom they open the
wonders of the arts. Teaching is hard work; it requires imagination and diligence to plan the steps that lead to
understanding. Arts educators are those dancers, musicians, artists and thespians who devote their lives to
teaching.”

How does it work?

Arts Immersion teaching and learning happens each and every day. Calgary Arts Academy is the only elementary
and middle school in Canada that hires full time artists (currently 8) to plan and deliver the Alberta Curriculum
through Arts Immersion.

The following explanation of
Arts Integration, Infusion
and Immersion is in our
original charter. This
information was shared at
the UNESCO Arts
Conference in 2005.
Arts Integration- involves finding
the links between subjects to make
learning more meaningful and
connected by looking at the topics
from a position of a problem, issue
or concern rather than discrete
subject areas.

Our school is a new and
evolving model for
delivering Alberta
curriculum as a creative
experience.

Arts Infusion- is similar to
integration; except that it goes
further to describe how one would
teach subject matter from one area
through a particular type of activity
or theme. Infusion can be
considered the ultimate form of
integration.

Arts Immersion- At Calgary
Arts Academy the Arts are
considered to be core subjects.
The Alberta Curriculum is taught
through the arts. Rather than
focussing on subjects that
constitute the traditional ‘core’
disciplines and then fitting the
arts into program delivery, as is
done through integration and
infusion, at Calgary Arts
Academy the Arts are the
‘Heritage Disciplines’, those
enduring showcases of
knowledge that have been with
us since the beginning of time.
‘Core’ disciplines are then
immersed into the ‘Heritage
Disciplines.’

